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 Builds on top of swarm-bots
 Towards humanoid swarms through 

specialization
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HORIZONTAL SWARMING VERTICAL SWARMING
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 Developed by Shervin et al. [9] inside Swarm-bots
 Chains (Force fields) are formed between a nest and a prey
 Simple communication schemas (LEDs) are used to provide 

navigation
 Probabilities of leaving/joining structures are used to ensure 

continuous exploration
 The final spatial structure “embeds the entire task”
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 In development for Swarmanoid by Timothy Stirling [10] 
(EPFL)

 Deployment of a distributed (sensor) network of 
communicating robots in in-door environments

 Used (mostly) for navigation and inference of world topology
 Result: regular square-lattice formation
 Relies on a presence of a target (task) (?)
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 Routing: find the shortest path in a network (graph) and 
provide forwarding rules

 “Static” networks can benefit from standard routing 
protocols

 Adaptive routing outperforms non-adaptive routing in 
networks with changing topology/connectivity (i.e. MANETs)

 Ant-based and reinforcement learning (RL) techniques have 
extensively been used to tackle the problem ([1] to [8])

 Idea: reward-based mechanisms produces/learns a routing 
table in each node

 Used also in robotics for navigation
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 Builds on top of robot (eye-bot) chaining
 Idea: diffuse a swarm of eye-bots in a (in-door) environment 

and enable their self-organization into simple-structured 
lattices that take into account the spatial constraints of the 
environment

 Does not rely on the presence of a target (task-less)
 Result: distributed graph model = perceived representation 

of the environment
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 A swarm of eye-bots can be a support for autonomous 
learning/evolution/adaptation of foot-bot controllers

 Idea: 
 Use individual eye-bot sensory data to detect features of the 

environment

 Based on this data, build a reward or fitness function that express how 
good it is to be in that eye-bot’s area

 The reward is sent once the foot-bot’s presence is detected/signaled

 This idea is not restricted by the particular technique used 
for learning …
 … but it naturally fits the RL framework

 Can we do more than navigation?
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 Learning of an optimal behavior (policy) by direct 
interaction with the environment [12]

 MDP : <S, A, P, R> ([11])
 The value function             (             ) contains the long-term 

value of the state (of the state-action pair) s (s,a)
 The optimal policy                        maximizes            or       
 RL objective: find              or   
 Very general framework, but practically used to solve 

simple tasks (mostly discrete) due to complexity
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 Eye-bots are used only for ambient shaping and 
reward management

 Foot-bots autonomously learn controllers through 
exploration and by simple interaction with eye-bots

 Controllers are then stored and can be available later 
as macro-actions
 Using the Markov options framework [13]

 Advantages:
 In navigation, we can tackle multiple targets (even with 

different importance)
 More than navigation
 Eye-bots do just perception (saving power)
 Controllers can be hierarchically organized

  ,,: Io
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 We can relax the condition that binds one eye-
bot with one state

 Combine with:
 Internal states

▪ Battery level

▪ Actuators status (gripper open/closed)

▪ …

 External states
▪ Morphogenesis shape

▪ Other landscape info

▪ …
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 Alternative to traditionally hard-engineered injection of 
reward

 Autonomous agents autonomously and incrementally build 
skills (i.e. options) by self-assigning rewards through self-
motivation ([14] to [18])

 Idea: define an interest function          , detect interesting 
states and assign high rewards to those states

 In Swarmanoid: use eye-bot lattice and graph-based 
approaches ([16] to [18]), i.e. to detect bottlenecks
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 Deploy the eye-bot sensor network (ceiling attachment)
 Foot-bots navigate the environment

1. The foot-bot propagates a signal in the environment

2. The eye-bots who gets the signal answers propagating the state and 
the reward

3. The foot-bot considers, as its current state, the one associated with 
the strongest signal and disregards the others

4. It selects amongst a set of available actions, implemented in lower-
level controllers, which is fixed if the lattice structure is regular 
(alternatively it can be sent by eye-bots and/or it can include macro-
actions)

5. After a certain amount of time (or other criteria), goto step 1
 Once we defined how <s,a,r,s’> are gathered, theoretically 

any RL technique can be used for learning
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 A set of research directions in swarmanoid:
 Distributed perception and reward management using 

swarm of eye-bots

 Autonomous Learning using RL
▪ Alternative to state-of-the-art techniques in swarm robotics

▪ Takes advantage of the “discretization” performed the eye-bots 
swarm

 Somehow big project addition, but decomposable in 
relatively small self-contained sub-projects:
 Improve existing work on eye-bots sensor networks

 Try RL for navigation

 …
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 Somehow big project addition

  need to carefully organize it into sub-projects, 
allocate time, if obstacle then refine initial 
assumptions/choices/goals, etc…

 What about foot-bot swarming?

 Take MARL and Social Learning into account

 What about hand-bots?
 What about adaptivity?

 Use Transfer Learning in RL
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Any questions?
Feedback?
Discussion?
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